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Still liom video Plug-In City (Hnmlon). 2005.

Archigram Lite
Alton Bublex:

Plug-In Cily

sion of Plug-In City in 1963 as a concept

(Houston)

Blaffer Gallery, University of Houston
April 2 3 - J u n e 1 2 , 2 0 0 5
Ra'iftfcJ

by Hnicv (.'. Webb

In the Blaffer's back room Bublex

This is an entertaining show, more

for a city ot continual change in which

turns his transformational strategies on

so because the spectator is witnessing his

e n o r m o u s technical frames served as an

H o u s t o n . In three large panels, two ol

own city treated to this kind ol spcual

infrastructure that hosted interchangeable

them animated, he lets the plugs loose

attention. It's a little like seeing your

cells ot habitable space.

on familiar city scenes that he photo-

daughter come home from school in punk

graphed during a earlier trip to the city.

gear. Archigram's drawings were made by

front room of the Walter's loft-gallery

The H o u s t o n pictures are not pretty. They

hand and had only an abstract context.

Bublex acknowledges his precursors: half

are unaesthetic and unselfeonscious snap-

By contrast, "Plug-In City ( H o u s t o n ) "

O n a large, composite drawing in the

of the panel shows a reproduction of one

shots and videos of inchoate landscapes

shows h o w ideas are ripened by advanced

Nobody did more to titillate the architec-

of Cook's Plug-In City drawings, while

littered with trash containers, road signs,

imaging technology. The question is, at

tural imagination in the latter third of the

the other half, a wire-frame, computer

and things coming apart. Houston with

what point do the ideas become overripe

20th century than the Archigram g r o u p

drawing, describes where Bublex is tak-

plugs is not much different from I louston

and perhaps spoiled by technique?

from England. With a Monty Python aes-

ing the idea. On an adjacent wall a stun-

without plugs. The plugs show up like a

t'or Bublex, I louston is undistin-

thetic and a distinctly English penchant

ning pair of large photomontage s depict

game of "Where's W a l d o , " sometimes in

guished, except, perhaps, for the fact

tor the play on words, Archigram tossed

the Eiffel Tower transformed into an

the foreground, sometimes hidden in the

that it is so undistinguished. I le calls it

together Constructivist visions and a

a r m a t u r e supporting new scaffolding that

background, sometimes taking over the

a "generic city" in a catalog interview

fascination with technology to formulate

holds a growing village ol small modular

d o w n t o w n . In one sequence Bublex has

conducted by Blaffer director Terri Sultan.

a keenly perceptive architectural inter-

units or " p l u g s . "

video-montaged a collection ot plugs o n t o

What appeals to him is the city's restless-

the cars of a freight train passing by a

ness and incompleteness, a quality that

pretation of the Sixties' Zeitgeist, They

Resembling a cross between a ship-

railroad crossing in the I'irsi Ward.

makes it km to Italo Calvino's half-built

also provided one of the most entertain-

ping container and a house trailer, the

ing cases of analogical thinking ever to

plugs are the primary components of

brighten architectural discourse.

Bublex's urban vision. In both Eiffel

plugs is by helicopter, and most of the

lower photographs the Pompidou

pictures show them hovering above the

ning of its own destruction. Bublex makes

from Lyon whose show "Plug-In City

Center, another Paris icon, appears; it

u t \ carrying parts for assembling the

this insight about I louston into a visual

(Houston)" was recently on view in

too becomes a framework tor more ot

city, Other scenes show the helicopters

metaphor that says the city is little more

the upstairs space at the University of

the ubiquitous plugs. The Pompidou is

more menacingly, flying in military

than a series of incidents and conjunctions.

Houston's blatter Callery, colonizes one of

one of the more detectable descendents

formation like an army of predatory

I'm not SUM- ili.n definition works tor

Archigram's best k n o w n ideas. Architect

of Archigram-think, and a building that

locusts—scenes reminiscent ot pictures

Paris, but it often seems entirely adequate

Peter Cook conceived the Archigram ver-

Bublex, not surprisingly, finds interesting.

from a m o d e m battlefield.

for defining I louston's genius loci, •

Alain Bublex, a French artist

T h e favored method of delivering the

city of Thekla, a city perpetually in construction as a way of avoiding the begin-

